Winterbourne Junior Girls’
Year 6 Newsletter
Week ending: Friday 21st September 2018
Homework
We set regular Homework on Purple Mash and My Maths for Year 6 children to complete. This week, only a few girls completed their homework—please ensure that girls log onto Purple Mash and My Maths regularly to check and complete all the set tasks. J2e Blast and J2e Spell can
be used to practice times tables and Spellings.
We also run Homework club in school (Monday and Wednesday for year 6)
so there are no excuses for not completing the homework.

Star students of the week:
(6.1) Anna-Aura & Nikola
(6.2) Queensilla & Thamarvi

Year 6 Attendance this week
Monday—Thursday
As a school, we are aiming to achieve
an attendance target of over 97%. We
are currently at 96.50%

(6.3) Annette & Sneha

6.1: 96%

Well done to Zia, Nikola, Keziah,
Stacy, Tyra, Sneha and
Alishba for achieving 90%
or above in AR Quiz.

6.2: 98.03%
6.3: 95%

Well done to 6. 2!

This month we are taking part in the Take One Picture activities which use paintings from the National Gallery as
inspiration for art work in the classroom. 6.2 have already been introduced to the painting and the rest of the year
group will be finding out about it over the coming weeks.

Out of this World
In our exciting Science Project this half-term, Year 6 are exploring the Solar System using a range of resources. They are also looking
at the movement of the Earth, and other planets, relative to the Sun; and
movement of the Moon relative to the Earth. Through discussions, they are
comparing and contrasting the force of gravity on Earth with the force of
gravity on one of the other planets in our solar system. They are also planning an investigation to test different materials that could be used to insulate an astronaut.

